Closed bus stop

Updated August 15

Inset 1 | West Campus Closures and Recommended Routes

In August several building construction sites are located near University Ave. and University Bay Drive. Projects impacting campus vehicle traffic include:

- The University Veterinary Medicine Addition and Natatorium Replacement & Recreation Center projects currently are under construction.
- The Veterinary Medicine construction site.
- The Veterinary Medicine construction site.

During August, vehicle traffic impacts may be experienced on the following streets:

- University Ave.
- Highland Ave.
- Observatory Dr.
- Lakeshore Path
- Willow Creek

Current impacts and detours:

- Traffic heading north and west may detour through Campus Drive.
- University Ave. will be closed between Willow Creek and Highland Ave. Traffic lanes in both directions are available. Detour via Highland Ave. for bus detour information, see mymetrobus.com.
- Lot 202 park and ride shuttle will detour via University Ave. and Highland St.
- The Elm Dr. shuttle stop will not be available.
- Metro Transit routes 11, 38, 44, 80, and 84 detour. For bus detour information, see mymetrobus.com.

Detour via Highland Ave.

Route 6 detours from Lakeshore Drive through the end of August. For detour maps, see mymetrobus.com.

Traffic has been detoured via Highland Ave. to avoid congestion.

Current impacts:

- Westbound University Ave. traffic lanes closed between Willow Creek and Campus Drive. Traffic lanes in both directions are available. Detour via Highland Ave. to avoid congestion.
- Lot 202 and site detours available.
- Metro Transit routes 11, 38, 44, 80, and 84 detour.

Pedestrian impacts:

- Current impacts

- (A) Pedestrian routes near University Avenue/University Bay Drive impacted by City of Madison construction project. For details and alerts, visit cityofmadison.com.
- (B) Lakeshore Path near Willow Creek intermittently impacted by Odar construction. Please follow signage on site. (Not pictured on map)
- (C) Pedestrian impacts near Veterans Ave. and Willow Creek construction sites. Please follow signage on site.
- (C) Pedestrians and cyclists should allow construction.

Recommended route:

- Westbound University Ave. Traffic lanes closed between Willow Creek and Highland Ave.
- Traffic lanes in both directions are available. Detour via Highland Ave. to avoid congestion.
- Lot 202 and site detours available.
- Metro Transit routes 11, 38, 44, 80, and 84 detour.

Stephen C. Halbrooks,

Updated August 15, 2022
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Updated August 9, 2022

Pedestrian impacts

Current impacts
- Northern sidewalk on Linden Drive in front of Babcock Hall blocked by fencing around work site.
- Southwestern sidewalk of Observatory Dr. closed between Charter St. and Lot 10 entrance (behind Hiram Smith Annex). Detour via northern sidewalk.

Future projects
- Northern sidewalk of Observatory Dr. closed between Charter St. and south of Cancer Center.

Bicycle impacts

Current impacts
- Northwestern of University Ave. Park closed between University Ave./Charter St. intersection & W. Gilman St. Bike lane shifted slightly south.
- Northern sidewalk of Observatory Dr. closed between Charter St. and south of Cancer Center.

Transit impacts

See university transit for transit detour information

Current impacts
- Metro Transit route 1 detouring Mills St. detour.
- Milwaukee Metro transit routes 11, 38, 44, 80, and 84 detour. Stops on Charter St., Johnson Dr., Babcock Dr., and part of Observatory Dr. are closed. Detours may change throughout the summer.
- Milwaukee Metro transit route 1 detours. Stops on Mills St., Johnson St., and University Ave. are closed.
- Lot 22 park and ride shuttle stop in front of Van Hise Hall permanently relocated to Metro Transit stop at 56 University, at N. Charter St.

Vehicle traffic impacts

Current impacts
- Lot 10 and west side of Lot 20 closed until summer 2022. Access Lot 10 via temporary driveway west of South Physics. Two-way traffic allowed on Babcock Dr. between Linden Dr. and east side of Lot 26.
- Pedestrian lane of Linden Dr. closed between Lot 10 & Babcock Dr. Pedestrian crossing continues on Charter in Observatory or University to Babcock.
- Detour of Lot 26 (behind Union Building) closed.
- Lot 26 closed permanently.
- Entire sidewalk of Charter St. closed between University Ave. and Johnson St. Charter St. is open to two-way traffic.
- Union Dr. closed between University Ave. & Johnson St. Detour via Randall Ave. or Charter St. (behind Hiram Smith Annex).
- Southern leg of N. Johnson St./Charter St. intersection closed. Detour via Charter St. or Brooks St.
- Pedestrian lane of Observatory Dr. closed between Charter St. and Lot 10 entrance (behind Hiram Smith Annex).
- Lot 26 closed.
- Vehicles may access Lot 10 from Park St.
- Northwestern of University Ave. Park closed between University Ave./Charter St. intersection & W. Gilman St.

Current project
- Observatory Drive construction.

Future project
- Northern sidewalk of Observatory Dr. closed between Charter St. and south of Cancer Center.
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Updated August 9, 2022

Pedestrian impacts

Current impacts
No direct pedestrian access from Botany Gardens to area between Birge and Van Vleck Halls. Detour using paths north of Van Vleck or west of Sterling Hall.

Bicycle impacts

Area of East Campus Mall adjacent to EH&S, south of the tunnel, sidewalk of Dayton St. & Park St. Detour via western sidewalk of Park St. and southern Northern sidewalk of Dayton St. closed between East Campus Mall excavation. Follow signage around worksite.

Transit impacts

Current impacts
North end of Lot 11 closed. Lot 10 is accessible via N. Park St. to Lot 88 closed.

Vehicle traffic impacts

Current impacts
Northbound on Observatory Dr. closed between Observatory Dr. and eastbound Observatory Dr. Due to construction at Memorial Union, N. Park St. near the Observatory Dr. intersection will be reduced to one shared lane.

Areas of East Campus Mall adjacent to EH&S, south of the tunnel, reduced to a 10' pedestrian and bike path.

Areas of East Campus Mall adjacent to EH&S, south of the tunnel, reduced to one shared lane.

Visit mymetrobus.com for details and maps.

No direct pedestrian access from Botany Gardens to area between Birge and Van Vleck Halls. Detour using paths north of Van Vleck or west of Sterling Hall.

Bike route open

Recommended route

Temporary bus stop

Closed bus stop